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ABSTRACT 

The current document integrated the elements of the organization's structure with the aspects 

of the organization's management to obtain the directive management in complex systems 

(DimCos). The article presents the conceptualization and applicability of DimCos, its 

categories and subcategories, as well as their interactions to promote the level of use of 

techniques in operations. A triangulation of categories is carried out that implies the 

triangulation of the elements of the complex system and the aspects of the organizational 

direction in the cement manufacturing process, to obtain recommendations on policies, 

procedures, regulations, advice, leadership, communication, motivation, communicational 

aspects and technological that favor the development of operations techniques in the business 

academic context. Finally, for both types of organizations the review of agreements, 

cooperation and exchanges is recommended, but more than from a theoretical point of view 

it should be done from the point of view of results.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Many organizations have fragmented processes that make it difficult for managers to do their 

jobs, and a similar situation supports academics, among other things, who struggle to 

describe the static functionality of the processes that support research, [1]. An alternative to 

face this problem is the use of socio-technical methods to achieve changes in product-service 

systems, [2], coupled with the concept of transcomplex organizations that are addressed in 

management science as objects of study, [3]. These contributions provide a viable option to 

undertake the objective of this study: Understand the limitations of the directive management 

of the academy and the manufacturing sector, in complex systems, to promote the level of 

use of techniques in operations. 

The directive management (DM) within the current state of general administration theory 

(GTA), finds its foundations in classical, neoclassical and scientific management theories, 

[4], that can address the complex systems (CS). 

[5], indicate, that the theory is commonly associated with the study of systems is the theory 

of systems complex, in where the CS are composed of many elements and these elements 

interact with each other through one or more interactions types, relations no static that 

changes over time. 

For comprehensively address DM in CS, we selected the technical social system proposed 

by [6], since according to [7] and [8], it incorporates sufficient elements to describe the 

context of organizational studies. In complement, [9], considers the ethnographic method as 

an ideal alternative for the construction and interpretation of experiential stories that can be 

incorporated to study the organizational management in complex systems.    

To achieve the objective of present study, the authors established two specific objectives in 

relation to the categories identified within of theories mentioned as organizational structure 

and organizational direction in complex manufacturing systems. This identification with a 

methodological approach, where the subdivision of specific objectives into categories, 

subcategories and research subjects are see in Figure 1: 
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Figure 1. Specific goals, categories and subcategories 

The results that the work built, is on the triangulation of these two categories with approaches 

that are associated for the development of DimCos, taking the reality mentioned by [10], the 

performance management systems are nothing more than the combination of key elements 

and aspects to minimize the distance from the supposed reality. 

DEVELOPMENT  

Methods 

The initial hypothesis is that there is a low level of use of operational techniques in 

manufacturing companies, due to weaknesses in academic-business operational processes, 

which hinder research and business management.  

The current study is an ethnographic research, based on the socio-technical system applied 

in engineering, [11], for obtain a model in manufacture companies, [12], when carrying out 

the unfolding of the organizational direction, to favor the implementation and development 

of operational managerial techniques in Venezuelan cement manufacturing processes. 

For the analysis of the information triangulation is proposed, [13] mentions that triangulation 

in qualitative research for the comprehensive development of the phenomenon under study, 

where four types of triangulation can be used: between methods, researchers, theories and 

data. This research performs triangulation between categories, which implies triangulation 

between methods, theories, and data.  

Data collection.  

Work through surveys of expert personnel in the field of operations, both in academia and in 

company. Therefore, the study population made up of three experts: One expert in operation 

manager cements, one expert in operation management professor and one expert in operation 

research professor.  
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In Figure 02, it is indicated how the triangulation of the qualitative results was arrived at, 

through the execution of three phases, where the population or the subjects are experts in 

operations both from academic and Venezuelan cement manufacturing processes spheres.  

 

Figure 2. Methodology 

The first phase contemplates the results of the three interviews processed via AQD7, through 

content analysis, generating the content division and its content scheme.  

The second phase is covered with the elaboration of code maps, grouped by subcategories, 

obtaining three code maps of the contents, for which subcategory tables were created in 

AQD7. 

Finally, through phase three, objectives two and three of this research are achieved by 

comparing the elements of the objectives in the structures and relating the aspects of 

organizational management, through qualitative triangulation. 

Phase 1 – Content Analysis 

The phase 1 incorporates the content analysis of the qualitative data. This phase is obtained 

from the processing of information from the application of the three qualitative instruments 

(semi structured interviews): Instrument-1 (Content analysis in AQD7 software: Interview 

with Operations Manager), Instrument-2 (Content analysis in AQD7 software: Interview 

with Operations Research Teacher) and Instrument-3 (Content analysis in AQD7 software: 

Interview with Operations Administration Teacher). Figure 3 is the content analysis sample 

for a fraction of the information obtained by applying instrument-1: 
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Figure 3. Content Analysis Sample 

 

Phase 2 – Results in Code Maps 

From the content analysis of the interviews using tables for the identification of codes in 

AQD7, this study constructed code maps for the category of organizational structure (E) with 

its subcategories of policies (P), norms (N), procedures (Pr) and advice (A). Due to the 

extensive information, figures 4 provide the operations manager code map. 

 

Figure 4. Coding maps sample in organizational structure 

From the content analysis of the interviews using tables for the identification of codes in 

AQD7, this study constructed code maps for the category of organizational direction in 

communications processes (C) with its subcategories of information (L) and technology (T). 

Due to the extensive information, figures 5 provide the operations manager code map I. 

 

Annex I-1 Content analysis in AQD7 software

Interview with Operations Manager

{1} E:- What are the organizational policies that support the 

use of managerial techniques in cement processes?

{2} OM:- Currently there are no policies that favor the use of 

techniques in manufacturing processes.

{3} There is still a part of the culture of multinational 

companies, in which the comparison of indicators between 

group companies was managed, as a policy to improve 

competitiveness

{4} In fact, comparative studies were mandatory at the 

international level.
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Figure 5. Coding maps sample in organizational. 

From the content analysis of the interviews using tables for the identification of codes in 

AQD7, this study constructed code maps for the category of organizational direction in 

human processes (H) with its subcategories of leadership (L), communication (C) and 

motivation (M). Due to the extensive information, figures 6 provide the operations manager 

code map II. 

 

Figure 6. Coding maps sample in organizational. 

 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Phase 3) 

To obtain advantages both in the diversity and in the depth of the information, in this section 

developed the phase three, referring to triangulation. The triangulation was carried out, 

according to [14], the observers triangulate, not only with methodology, they can also 

triangulate with data sources, therefore, performs the triangulation for each category as a 

data source, view figure 7. To continue are discussed the research categories. 
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Figure 7. Code Triangulation 

Organizational Structure Category 

For this first moment, we observed a coincidence regarding the existence in the cement 

companies of internship programs immersed in the university environment, which includes 

policies, procedures and norms of the extension environment of the universities. In this sense, 

all agree on the existence of extension policies linked to industrial internship programs, yet 

they are sporadic jobs with little support for industry goals. 

There are no defined policies to support management techniques in essential policies under 

the pragmatic approach; preliminary practices are only achieved for implementation. 

Although there are procedures in the extension medium of the universities applicable through 

stages in internships, the lack of cooperation for implementation and / or the view that 

implementation depends on the business sector are strong barriers to the real development of 

managerial techniques in the processes cement manufacturers. 

Regulations in the university field in relation to innovation, technology, research and 

extension supported the absence of norms and good practices that favor managerial 

techniques in the manufacturing context. Academic regulations but not in business represents 

an opportunity for research, also having the difficulties of specific ignorance of the 

established standards and the lack of evidence in the implementation of techniques in 

manufacturing processes. 

The need for advice is a reality due to the diversity of inconveniences that the cement 

company has where it requires technical support from the universities. This advice can be 

given under various circumstances, namely: In the collection of information under the 

options of collecting information in the production processes, in the use of software and in 

the analysis of results or returning to cooperation between organizations. However, further 

advice or training in mathematics and statistics is required. 

Organizational Direction Category 

The leadership style is autocratic, given the following statements: autocratic, non-

participatory, taxing, quite bureaucratic. In the case of the cement sector, it is added that it is 

a leadership under doctrines without managerial principles with military governmental 

characteristics and without the use of new tools in solving problems in the academic 

environment. In any case, it does not represent a support for the techniques, it discourages 

the advancement of models and has a negative impact on the development of techniques in 
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organizational management. 

Communication is politicized, so its perspective is political and not technical, its channels 

are used to transmit political issues in a unidirectional way, being non-regular for research, 

extension and teaching activities. It is considered slow and impractical, representing a 

scenario that is neither reasonable nor helpful to the development of the models. 

To motivate workers, teachers and students in the generation of academic or business 

activities related to the use of managerial techniques, it is possible to resume the norms and 

business training plans, policies can be designed to encourage applications and encourage 

research, it is possible to incorporating training plans with models as tools that are translated 

into improvements in effectiveness and utility, the salaries of university teachers can be 

adjusted. Finally, take knowledge as a motivational alternative where preparation or training 

in relation to management techniques is a strategic axis. 

It is also observed that for the detection, formulation, monitoring of conditions and 

development of management techniques, information can be obtained in various ways. Direct 

information can be given by accessing business records including manual records. There is 

another alternative to resorting to information by experience and information by instruments. 

The information through intermediaries can be given after access through internships and 

through the access of undergraduate or graduate students. 

In many opportunities, the lack of integration, the lack of computational replacement or the 

suspicion that it does not give direct access, are limiting for the collection of information 

required for the application of the techniques. However, it is possible to process it through 

software, programs such as Qsb, Tora, Lingo or Lindo that the academic environment has to 

facilitate the capacity and effectiveness in the formulation, the calculation of algorithms and 

simulators in obtaining results and development.  In addition to the fact that the software is 

constantly updated, a technology investment plan is required to increase the productivity of 

the cement industry, since the lack of computers and technology has led to manual 

calculation procedures in the process manufacturing. 

From the interpretive proposal and the interview scripts applied, the content analysis, the 

code mapping and the ethnographic triangulation are obtained, the latter is obtained by 

comparing the aforementioned categories. The results show the need to adjust the policies, 

procedures and standards of Venezuelan cement companies to facilitate the use of managerial 

techniques as a guideline to improve organizational competitiveness; in addition, the option 

of counseling should be incorporated and, at the same time, take up the past experiences 

regarding training plans, good practices and exchange of indicators. Regarding universities, 

it is suggested to deepen research teaching, since the greatest evidence of a link to the 

business context is in the internship or internship programs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The research has two aspects of management support that cannot be separated: the first is the 
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integration approach between both organizations and the second is associated with the 

incorporation of technology. Therefore, the hypothesis, at the end of the study, is valid 

regarding the situation regarding the low level of use of operational techniques and can be 

reversed when considering the proposals, generating opportunities for improvement in the 

Venezuelan business context to higher levels of competitiveness organizational. 

Through the process of triangulation and analysis of variables of the socio-technical model, 

it is obtained that both the business organization and the academic one must carry out a 

review on the incorporation of the use of managerial techniques in the organizational 

objectives. The motivation drive is the engine of this system, although a positive attitude was 

found from both managers and teachers, satisfaction is not entirely convincing, the research 

itself proposes: taking knowledge as an alternative of motivation where the preparation or 

training in relation to management techniques is a strategic axis. 
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